
Super Mario Run

## Summary

Classic Mario fans will be happy to hear that there is now a great mobile Mario game that can be

played on a mobile device without any difficulty at all. One of the really nice aspects of Super

Mario Run is that you will immediately notice the same enjoyment that you have experienced in

other popular Mario games. There are several important features to discuss, but the World Tour

courses are certainly among the fan favorites that has been integrated into this exciting game.

Users will be able to control Mario by tapping the screen and adjusting his path by making evasive

moves and jumping around obstacles. You will have to complete objectives and reach the ultimate

goal to continue to progress through the entertaining courses.

There are also courses that have been integrated into the game, that have been recognized as the

'Remix 10'. These ten courses are extremely short, challenging, and can be completed in rapid

succession. A special prize will unlock at the conclusion of this challenge, but it will surely be

worth it.

## Gameplay

The gameplay mechanics within Super Mario Run are extremely simplified for mobile devices. As

we previously mentioned, you could probably play through the entire game with one hand. The

primary goal is to ultimately reach the objective, but there are four intense game modes that will

provide hours of excitement and entertainment.

The first game mode is labeled the World Tour, and we have previously mentioned several of its

exciting design features. One of the things that we did not mention about the World Tour is that

you can collect three different types of colored coins to try and obtain the best score against other

internet users.

Toad Rally is a game mode that provides players with the opportunity to compete against friends

and challenge strangers from around the globe. This freestyle mode is all about achieving the

highest score, but that can be a different type of challenge every single time that you compete in

the Toad Rally game mode.

Kingdom Builder is the final game mode that we need to discuss, aside from the Remix 10 that we

previously discussed. Your goal is to collect as many coins and toads as possible so that you can

establish and manage your very own kingdom. This has also been an extremely popular game

mode among existing players, but there are hundreds of exciting items to unlock that can be used

to customize your very own kingdom.

## Conclusion



There is absolutely no doubt at all that Super Mario Run is a great digital creations for classic

Mario fans, but there are a few limitations that might prevent some players from having an

enjoyable experience. With that being said, it still deserves a ton of praise because it has already

provided thousands of players with a high-quality mobile gaming experience.

Advantages / Disadvantages

There are Four Game Modes included with

Super Mario Run (World Tour, Remix 10, Toad

Rally, Kingdom Builder)Compete against

Friends and Strangers from Around the Globe

to Achieve the Best Score

The Gameplay Mechanics may be too

Simplistic and Boring for Some Classic Mario

FansHigh-Quality Internet Connection is

Required to Play Super Mario Run


